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About This Game

Vampire of the Sands is a punishing action dungeon-crawler with roguelike elements. Resurrected by a necromancer, you are
sent into the dungeon to assassinate The Vampire. Although your body is fragile, there are many tools at your disposal to beat the

odds.

Utilize:

Items in the dungeon are to be treasured. Carefully manage your use of the mundane and magical to ensure you come out alive.

Brawl:

Fight monsters, each with their own separate personalities. Discover their true nature and exploit their weaknesses.

Die:

See how far you can get with only a single life. Feel your blood pressure rise as you get further than ever before!

Upgrade:

Unlock runes which allow you to upgrade your character. Choose carefully to synergize with your preferred playstyle, or go for
unique and fun combinations for a challenge.
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Explore:

Delve into the branching dungeon in any order you want.

Return:

Vampire of the Sands is fully complete, but will still see improvements and content updates. User feedback is welcome!
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Cute puzzle game. Nothing super taxing - a relaxing experience. If it is on sale or a part of a bundle, go ahead and pick it up!.
Torgo made a boom boom in his pants.. An interesting gimmick for a bullet hell. You have to charge up a bomb by surviving
during boss fights then suicide dive the boss to do any damage. If you get hit by a bullet, you die and therefore don't blow up
and do damage, enjoy sitting around charging your bomb again. Better hurry up though, the boss goes full lunatic mode if you
take too long. Oh and also, you can't run into the parts that are vulnerable while the boss is moving, because that means it's
attacking and therefore makes it so you don't explode on contact for some reason. It's an interesting gimmick, but that doesn't
make it fun.. Basically turbo pug.. BUT 3 MOTHER♥♥♥♥ING D. HOLY♥♥♥♥♥♥ THE ♥♥♥♥ING DEPTH TO THIS
GAME IS OUTRAGEOUS.
YOU GOT SOME CUTE LITTLE HATS YOU CAN PUT ON THIS BLOCKY BUDDHA LOOKIN ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥.
BRUH YOU CAN PUT A SOMBRERO ON A ♥♥♥♥IN CAT. OH MY TIDDIES.

6/10. its ok. Cute game. I thought this game was really original and I killed quite a few hours in it and I'll probably kill some
more in it in the future. It can get a bit boring after awhile but it's worth it if you can get it on sale. Very lovely artwork as well..
This game has a surprising amount of depth for such simple mechanics. Rewarding the player for focus targeting specific
components on large ships creates a nice David vs Goliath feel while disencentivising the normal strategy of flying away
shooting backwards. The "Tank Mode" is a briliant way of implementing changing the game dynamic for an ultimate mode.
While its firepower allows the player to output terrible distruction its lack of mobility prevents the player from avoinding
incomming fire. Instead of an artifical time limit on the tank mode, the player can use it untill it has absorbed too much fire.
The play sessions seema artificaly limited by the difficulty ramping up beyond what is physicaly possible to deal with. Also
while the ambient music is nice the game is lacking in sound effects considering the ammount of shooting and explosions that
are happening on screen. Overall this game is great value for the price.. Looks like a good online 2d space shooting game. Only
the controlls are kind of weird.
Some people seem to play it, but far from well populated.
Multiplayer only.. I only have 8 more badges left, but most of them are just ko badges. Im redoing my review now.
I have played every character one time.
I first got this by my friend who really liked this game. He gave me as a gift and I played it.
This game was good, but now I see some major flaws. Lets get to the pros and cons.
Pros:
Lots of Maps
Lots of Characters
Mostly Unique Movesets
Super Smash Bros. vibes
Lots of achievements
Cool and kinda detailed main menu screen
Lots of nice costumes
8 player smash, just like Super Smash Bros
Lots of Teams
Decent Graphics
Cool Ultimates
Extras Menu
Cool Stage Obsticles (like the stadium)
Cons:
Bad AI
Some characters are a tad bit op (like the character from VVVVVV and The Kid, etc.)
Tutorial doesn't explain EVERYTHING, which makes some things confusing
Some badges are littearly gonna be IMPOSSIBLE to get, like 999,999 kos. That'll take years, lol.
Some characters have super smash bros movesets-moves.
I mean, this doesn't mean that much, but alot of characters have repeat moves.
When I pick a certain map, like Retroland or the Train Map, I lag on it. Some maps run smooth though. Fix?
So far, 6/10.. A bit confusing but once you know what you're doing pretty easy!
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One of the best space-real-time-strategy-games ever created.
It has an interesting story, beautiful explosion-graphics and a high replayability.
Multiplayer is pure fun and very challenging.
The HUD isn't the best, but also not the worst. Just buy the cheap bundle and try it out!

If you are playing on windows 7, THERE WILL BE game crashing bugs. BUT there is a solution!

Download Hgm_Soundfix here:
http:\/\/www.moddb.com\/downloads\/haegemonia-legions-of-iron-sound-system-fix

-> Go to steam\/steamapps\/common\/Haegemonia Legends of Iron, backup your hgm.exe and
paste in the hgm.exe you downloaded

-> Put compatibility for windows xp service pack 3 and administrator rights. (Rightclick on the new hgm.exe)

Download Haegemonia v1.10 [GERMAN] No-CD\/Fixed Image from here: 
http:\/\/www.gamecopyworld.com\/games\/pc_haegemonia.shtml

For the next step, you need the program daemon tools. You can download it here :
http:\/\/www.chip.de\/downloads\/c1_downloads_auswahl_37592209.html?t=1399294859&v=3600&s=cc2dfe68dc013a85111c
74a3bbbc71fd

-> Extract the files you downloaded and mount the Iso in daemon tools.

Then just start the game, it works perfectly fine!
P.s. Maybe the game asks for a key, just search one online, they are easy to find.. Good dungeon crawler: but short. (Took me 7
hours to beat on normal difficulty.)

Developer is actively patching/ updateing game.. Good. I like cutting the apex, and if you select the second 1st person camera,
so not the static 1st one, but the one that makes you feel like you are realy on a motorcycle, its makes it great to ride an realy
look in the corners. by the way, if you select the rain option it rains!! i mean it rains man!!. Its got MotoGP, Rooky cup, moto 2
and moto 3, all with diferent bike's and riders, so lots to select, and al the tracks. you can select diverent weather tipes. and lots
more. fisics are good.
i think it is a best buy.. Not recommended. This is a piece of art, not a game.

good:

Many of the "puzzles" are nice to look at either in their initial or their finished state

The music is okay

bad:

No challenge whatsoever. Clicking through the 90 levels feels like a chore

The graphics are too minimimalistic for a piece of art, the music too

Everything in the game is designed to force a slow pace on you, as listed below

Tiles turn slowly and you cannot click them while they turn to chain turn commands

You can only turn tiles counter-clockwise. Have fun clicking lots of tiles three times and watching them turn slowly

After a puzzle is obviously finished, you still have to click the root tile to have the game confirm this. slowly
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Milky Way Map is the same type of game and has none of the problems listed above. Go play that instead.
https://store.steampowered.com/app/806020/Milky_Way_Map/. I finally have the perfect paintjobs to complement my
kamikaze skills as a truck driver.. After playing the Prelude I will be picking up the next chapter, Escape. Really immersive
experience, and its brought about very quickly.. Do not install or use this program. It does nothing but breaking your PC.
It broke my mouse and keyboard and I had to use restore point because this program installs useless crap in my PC that are not
compatible with my Specs.
Avoid this at all costs.. Constantly froze and crashed my video card drivers. I have a NVIDIA 1070.

Beyond that... nearly all of the assets are stolen, the videos/screenshots on the page don't reflect gameplay at all, and the
animations are... passable at best. The only real upside is how absolutely hilarious (in a bad way) the voice acting is.

Save your money for something else, people. Nothing to see here.. 

Follow our curator page "First Person Exploration and Puzzle Games" for more games like this!

As others have said, it's a great idea, but the execution is all over the place. The artwork is great, but the UI is terrible. The
models are decent, but the animations are horrible. The music is great, but the voice-acting is below average. Some parts of the
design are great, but others are mind-bogglingly bad.

In the end, I unfortunately need to give this game a thumbs down. In the hands of an accomplished game studio, this could be an
amazing title, but the (single) developer appears to have taken on more than he could handle.
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